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Identify Your
Audience
Your target audience is who you will focus on helping.
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Your target audience lies at the intersection of what you're passionate about, the skills and
training you have, the urgent problems others have that you can help with, and the kinds of
people you're passionate about helping. We'll be exploring each of these components in the
following pages of this section.

01

What you're
passionate about

02

03

The skills and
training you have

The urgent problems
others have that you
can help with

Target
Audience

04

The kinds of people
you're passionate
about helping

NOTE NO. 1

NOTE NO.2

This Is a Marketing Tool

This Can Be Your "Specialty"

The purpose of this is not to lock you into a single target

If you're concerned about making your target

audience for all eternity, but to help bring clarity to your

audience too narrow, you can always lead with this as

marketing strategy and thus help you make forward progress

what you specialize in/focus on, and also provide a

in finding clients who are in need of your services. It is normal

few other examples of what (or who) you can help.

for your target audience to evolve as your business evolves.
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Identify Your Audience
01

Why are you doing the work you are doing? What inspired you
to enter the profession you’re in?
Answering this question clearly and fully not only helps to inform an audience you could
focus on serving, but also helps you develop your story as a wellness professional. Defining
and sharing your story creates a deeper and more authentic connection with those you serve.

A:

02

Are there specific areas or problems that your education,
training, and skill set best equip you to support?
A:

03

What areas of health (or health concerns) are you most
passionate about? What problem(s) are you most interested in
helping people solve?
Oftentimes, health professionals focus on the same health issue that inspired them to
become a wellness professional, and this can be a great option as you are instantly
relatable. Or perhaps there’s an area of the body or a certain condition that you feel drawn
to in helping others. List them all below.

A:
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Identify Your Audience
04

Is there a kind of person who has these problems that you feel
most inspired to help?
Again, this might reflect you (or a past “you”) or someone you love. Think about the type of
person you would most like to work with on a daily basis who is experiencing the problems
you've written in the answers above.

A:

05

Now review your answers. What common thread do you see
throughout? These are possible target audiences. List them here:
A:

06

And now, choose a target audience from the list above that most
resonates with you. Clearly state it here:
Remember that your target audience can (and most likely will) change and evolve, especially
if you're just starting out. The purpose of this is not to lock you into a target audience for all
of eternity, but to help bring clarity to your marketing strategy and thus help you make
forward progress in finding clients who are in need of your services.

A:
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Get Familiar With Your Audience
Now we are going to get intimately familiar with your target audience. Becoming
abundantly clear about the challenges your ideal client faces and how you help
them overcome those challenges will help you create laser-precise marketing.
01. List 10 struggles your ideal client is currently experiencing.

02. Now translate each of those struggles into solutions you can provide.
For example, if one of your ideal client's struggles is adult-onset acne, your solution to that struggle might be to
finally clear their skin. When stating your solution, remember to use the same kinds of words your client would
use - beware of getting caught up in technical jargon that a typical client wouldn't be able to understand.

03. List everything your ideal client would ideally want in a solution like yours.
For example, your client might want to get to the root cause of their acne as opposed to just taking a medication.

04. List everything your ideal client would not want in a solution different from yours.
For example, your client might NOT want to use harsh medications in their effort to clear their skin.
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Get Familiar With Your Audience
05. The last step in this exercise is create a snapshot in the life of your ideal client,
just before they reach out to you about your services.
What is the experience or breaking point they've just experienced that prompts them to reach out and
inquire about your services? What is it about your services that makes this person feel like they have
found a solution to their problem?
Give them a name, a profession, a home life, and a situation that you are going to help them with or the
need you will be fulfilling for them. Describe how long they’ve had this problem or need and what
challenges it’s been causing in their life.
The purpose of this exercise is to 1) bring heightened clarity to the real problem/pain point that
someone in your target audience is experiencing prior to signing up for your services, and 2) bring
heightened clarity to why your services are a solution to the problems of those in your target audience.
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Clarify
Your Brand
Message
Your brand message states who you help and what outcome
you ultimately help them achieve.
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Clarify Your Brand Message
01

In one sentence or less, succinctly state who your target
audience is and the primary challenges they are experiencing.
Example: Women struggling with adult-onset acne

A:

02

In one sentence or less, state what outcome you help your target
audience to achieve.
Example: I help clear their skin using a natural approach, without the use of harsh medication

A:

03

In one sentence or less, state why your target audience
ultimately wants to achieve this outcome.
Tip: Think about how the problem is negatively impacting their life. For example, a woman
struggling with adult onset acne may have felt like she has lost her confidence and wishes
she didn't feel like she can't leave the house without wearing makeup.
Example: They want to feel confident, beautiful, and no longer stressed about their skin.

A:

04

Now combine the above concepts using this structure:
I help (who you help) to (what outcome you help them achieve)
so (why they ultimately want to ahieve this outcome).
Example: I help women struggling with adult-onset acne to clear their skin using a natural
approach so they can feel confident, beautiful. and no longer stressed out about their skin.

A:
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Uncover the
Feel of Your
Brand
Here we'll explore the feelings and adjectives your brand will
evoke and represent.
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Uncover the Feel of Your Brand
01

Thinking back to the challenges your target audience is facing,
what kinds of feelings do these challenges evoke in them?
Example: frustration, disappointment, brokenness, fear

A:

02

What kinds of feelings would most appeal to them at this stage
in their challenge?
Example: hope, connectedness, comfort, the feeling of being understood

A:

03

Choose three of the above feelings you want your brand to
communicate and list them here:
Tip: Think about how the problem is negatively impacting their life. For example, a woman
struggling with adult onset acne may have felt like she has lost her confidence and wishes
she didn't feel like she can't leave the house without wearing makeup.
Example: They want to feel confident, beautiful, and no longer stressed about their skin.

A:

04

Next, we’re going to draw on each of the exercises we’ve done so
far in this workbook and circle any adjectives that you feel
represent your brand’s personality in the quadrants on the following
page. It’s ok if you circle adjectives from multiple quadrants! Also,
feel free to write down any other adjectives you feel represent your
brand in the space below if not listed on the following page.
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Brand Adjectives
Quadrant One

Quadrant Two

Corporate

Witty

Traditional

Energetic

Professional

Bright

Authoritative

Fun

Established

Accessible

Diligent

Playful

Educative

Sassy

Dependable

Casual

Quadrant Three

Quadrant Four

Classic

Warm

Upscale

Loving

Exclusive

Friendly

Luxurious

Educative

Modern

Personable

Empowering

Affectionate

Impactful

Compassionate

Elegant

Optimistic

Now it's time to create a Now it’s time to create a statement of your brand’s personality. List the
top 5 adjectives you feel represent the unique personality of your brand:
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Establish
Your Brand
Voice
Your brand voice describes how you as a brand communicate
with your audience and as a result, impacts how people
perceive your brand.
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Establish Your Brand Voice
01

List 10 adjectives that describe you personally, highlighting those
characteristics you appreciate most in yourself or that others
tend to appreciate most in you.
A:

02

List 10 adjectives that describe your best traits as a professional.
For example, are you great at breaking down complicated concepts into ideas your clients can
understand? Are you super patient? Are you compassionate in your work?

A:

03

Now take a look at your ideal client. Assume their viewpoint and
struggles for a moment. Which top five of those qualities, personally
and professionally, would they appreciate most in you?
A:

04

What are five core values you would like for your business to be led by?
Defining your brand values helps you align your brand with clients who hold similar values.

A:

05

Taking into account your answers from this section and all previous
sections thus far, describe your brand voice below.
This is the voice you should establish in communicating to your target audience and the voice
that should carry over into all of your marketing materials. This is what will set your marketing
materials apart from every other professional in your industry, as this is your unique voice.

A:
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Visually
Identify
Your Brand
Here we'll explore colors and visual elements
that reflect your brand.
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Visually Identify Your Brand
01

Keeping in mind the adjectives you chose for your brand as well as the
description of your brand voice, are there any objects, colors or visual
elements that come to mind which make you personally feel the
adjectives and descriptions you’ve chosen for your brand? Brainstorm
anything and everything that comes to mind below.
A:

02

Can you think of any brands that evoke these feelings for you?
This can include apparel, accessories, restaurants, markets or even publications. Aim for 5 brands.

A:

03

Now take a look at how the brands above portray themselves. Look
at the actual fonts they use, the colors, all of the visual elements.
Make notes of all your observations here.
A:

04

Review your notes in the exercises above, and review the colors from
the video again in Module 2, Lesson 3 if needed. Is there a color or
combination of colors taking shape for your brand?
A:

05

Begin by choosing one main color. If you're using Pinterest, log into
your Pinterest account and search for “(your main color) branding
board”. Save any and all possible color combinations to your
Pinterest Board that resonate with you for your brand.
A:
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Design Resource List
01

Unsplash (Free Stock Photos)

Unsplash offers a huge selection of royalty-free images that you can use for
your business. In addition, you can easily create collections of photos to
organize them.

02

Noun Project (Icons)

Noun Project provides over three million icons right at your fingertips,
ensuring that you'll find the right icon to use for whatever design project you
might be creating.

03

Creative Market (Design Marketplace)

Creative Market is an online marketplace for all things design. Here, you can
find things like graphics, stock photos, fonts, logos, and more. Whether you're
browsing for inspiration or products, this is a great design resource.

04

Weekend Web Design

A self-paced program that includes pre-designed website layouts and step-bystep video tutorials so that you can sidestep any technical overwhelm and
launch your polished, professional Wordpress website in a fraction of the
time.
05

Holistic Entrepreneur Association

An array of resources, including pre-designed opt-in offers you can use for
your business and modify right inside of Canva.
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